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Tossups:  
 
[Note to Moderator: Emphasize this number in the first line or say "I'm looking for a number.”]  
1. On the Beatles’ album Revolver, "I'm Only Sleeping" is the this track number. A band with this number in 
its name made a song where the singer reminisces about "every roommate left awake by every silent scream 
we make" and released the song "Painkiller" on their album Human. Before asking "Excuse me miss but I 
can get you out of your panties," the singer of a band with this number in its name says the girl's "Tongue [is] 
like candy." Adam Gontier once fronted a Canadian band with this number in its name which released the 
songs "I Hate Everything About You" and (*) "Animal I Have Become". Yet another band with this number in its 
name created the song "When I'm Gone" on the same album as a song where the singer "left [his] body lyin' 
somewhere in the sands of time" called "Kryptonite". This number of birds sit by the singer's doorstep in a song by 
Bob Marley. For 10 points, identify this number found in the band name of the group that made the songs "My First 
Kiss" and "DONTTRUSTME" (Don't Trust Me) that along with "ABC" and 1 and 2, appeared in a Jackson 5 song. 
ANSWER: Three (3) [accept third or 3th if anyone says that or any of 3OH3!, Three Days Grace, Three Days 
Down or "Three Little Birds"] <HB> 
 
2. WARNING: Two answers required. One song by these two artists includes the lines "I got pom-poms in my 
rear" and "whip up the fish." On an album by these two artists, one of these artists sings "fish butter, 
chicken cutter, Maserati, we get mozzarella" in one chorus while the other repeats "different colored 
diamonds, I'm a peacock" in another. One of these artists named a song after the other in which he repeats 
"lil' mama she wet like a boat, a boat." These two artists were both featured on Chris Brown's song "High 
End," and have performed together on (*) "California Rari," "Who," and "Chanel Vintage." One of these artists 
ad-libs "it's fleek water" after the other's line "what kind of water is that?" on their song "Patek Water." These two 
artists collaborated on the mixtape SUPER SLIMEY. One of these artists featured alongside 2 Chainz on the Drake 
song "Sacrifices" while the other dropped the mixtape What A Time To Be Alive with Drake. For 10 points, name 
these two Atlanta rappers known for solo songs like "Best Friend" and "Mask Off." 
ANSWER: Future and Young Thug <TI> 
 
3. In the chorus to a song whose title mentions these animals, villains are compared to these animals because 
they "pry and conspire" and are "Bailing to conspire and devour." Though initially created by Sasori, a 
puppet whose Japanese name is Karasu is owned by Kankuro in Naruto and is named for this animal. In one 
song named after a butterfly and this animal, the singer mentions "being a little too late" after "when you 
and I were gettin' high as outer space." That song is from the album The Sound of Madness by Shinedown. In 
Vancouver, a real-life animal of this type flew away with the (*) knife from a crime scene. In Dumbo several 
characters of this type are blatant racist caricatures and laugh at the impossibility of a flying elephant. In the theme 
song to Sons of Anarchy, this animal "flies straight—the perfect line." For 10 points, name this bird that one is said 
to be “eating” after being proven wrong. 
ANSWER: Crow [Translator's Note: Karasu means “crow.”] (Editor's Note: the first song mentioned was Alter 
Bridge's "Crows on a Wire") <HB> 
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4. In 1967, this filmmaker faked his own death with an obituary in Village Voice, only to later emerge and 
work on a project with Mick Jagger. This Aleister Crowley-obsessed director pioneered queer filmmaking 
with films like Fireworks, many of which also prominently featured gratuitous violence. One of those films, 
which stars Bruce Byron, is about a group of gay bikers and uses nazi imagery to emphasize themes of 
submission and dominance. That film, Scorpio Rising, featured a rock soundtrack with songs like “Blue 
Velvet” and “I Will Follow Him.” This filmmaker is also known for his book (*) Hollywood Babylon, which 
gossips about the secrets and sex lives of prominent celebrities. For 10 points, name this filmmaker behind such 
films as Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome and Kustom Kar Kommandos. 
ANSWER: Kenneth Anger <AH> 
 
5. In a song titled after a city in this US state, the narrator mentions "big boys" that "did what Hitler couldn't 
do", "ore that was linin' yellow creek" and calls out "My sweet Jenny, I'm sinkin' down" in the title city. In 
addition to that song from The Ghost of Tom Joad, in a song tilted for this state, the singer's girlfriend moves 
to this state to be with Leland, and the band alleges Mexican food sucks in this state. One band from this state 
mentioned "a train goin' 'way from pain" and how the title phenomenon is "shinin' just for you" in a song on 
the same album as (*) “Tighten Up.” In one song partially named for a city in this state, "all the little kids growin' 
up on the skids" yell the title phrase and the last word of the song is just this state. That song by the Presidents of the 
United States Of America was famously featured on the Drew Carey Show. For 10 points, identify this home state of 
the Black Keys that contains the title city of the song "Cleveland Rocks." 
ANSWER: Ohio (Editor's Note: The unmentioned Black Keys song is "Everlasting Light", and the first song was 
"Youngstown" by Bruce Springsteen) <HB> 
 
6. A page on Taobao selling a fake version of an object made by this company says "Thickness: Thick." 
James Jebbia is the CEO of this New York-based clothing company, which was founded in 1994 and initially 
marketed to (*) skateboarders. This brand has released collaborations with David Lynch, Takashi Murakami, and 
Public Enemy, as well as shirts featuring William S. Burroughs. Memes about this brand show people wearing as 
much clothing as possible with its distinctive and often parodied logo, which uses the Futura Heavy Oblique font. 
For 10 points, name this brand with a distinctive red box logo.  
ANSWER: Supreme <AH> 
 
7. In a movie titled after this location, Donald Trump tells the protagonist that "80s are no longer. The world 
is a tough place." That film also features a cameo by Anthony Scaramucci on a cell phone. In a 1993 
television movie set in this specific location, James Garner plays F. Robert Johnson, who decides to act after 
he hears of the likely failure of the smokeless cigarette Premier but is opposed by Henry Kravis. In addition 
to Barbarians at the Gate, another film set in this location was directed by J.C. Chandor sees characters 
played by Simon Baker, Jeremy Irons and Demi Moore discuss a fire sale of "toxic (*) assets". In an earlier 
film titled for this location, Bud Fox, played by Charlie Sheen, helps an insider trader which undermines his father’s 
airplane workers union. For 10 points, identify this setting of Margin Call that titles a Michael Douglas movie in 
which he claims "greed is good." 
ANSWER: Wall Street [prompt on NYC or Manhattan] <HB> 
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8. NOTE TO PLAYERS [please read aloud]: This tossup is worth 20 points with a 25 point power because we 
believe in the true spirit of FTP. In a game released in 2001, this character and his partner seek out the 
monster Xamfear Duncan Dogberry Valentine who was terrorized by a land developer, but the deed was 
stolen. In another game, after being given a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, this character battles enemies 
such as Boss and Spongehead and eventually shares a treasure with them before planting some of it in 
Grandma Grouper's garden. This star of a game titled after himself and and the Case of the Missing (*) Kelp 
Seeds which was packaged on a CD with another game starring Pajama Sam. This title animal of some adventure 
games from Humongous Entertainment has a best friend in the green fish Luter. For 20 points, identify this title 
aquatic character of a series of children's CD-ROM video games of the 1990s and 2000s. 
ANSWER: Freddi Fish <HB> 
 
9. This player once joked, when asked about a perfect game in bowling, that he did not achieve one until he 
was nine years old. Originally slated to play for the University of Tennessee, he renounced his commitment 
after signing to play professionally and eventually spent the 2012 season with the Lowell Spinners. During the 
2013-14 season, this player simultaneously bowled a perfect game in PBA play and (*) batted .355 for the 
Portland Sea Dogs, quickly getting promoted through his club's minor league system. Recently, he became the 
fourth player for his franchise to hit 100 home runs before age 26; that club being the Red Sox. For 10 points, name 
this current Boston right fielder that is, as of writing, batting .336 with 22 home runs and whose full name is Markus 
Lynn.  
ANSWER: Mookie Betts [accept either] <SB> 
 
10. In one TV show, a character played by this actor named Mr. Hennessey interacts with the notorious law 
professor Pins and says "You come in here with heads full of soup" and "Before this class is over, two of you 
will be murdered." Another character played by this actor appears in a Season 9 episode of The Office and 
yells "Django" before saying that he doesn't approve of the use of the n-word in the film. In another show, 
after driving away from a parking garage in a yellow car, a character played by this actor mumbles "Smoke 
on the Water" after a deal with the (*) Kettlemans goes south. That character played by this actor later employs 
the bodyguard Huell while working with a character he helps launder money in a carwash. For 10 points, name this 
actor who played the friend of Mike Ehrmantraut, Saul Goodman, in both Breaking Bad and an eponymous show 
who was a former star of Mr. Show? 
ANSWER: Bob Odenkirk <HB> 
 
11. In this film, one character questions another for having a "gun in his trousers" and asks if it was for 
protection from "Ze Germans." Another character in this movie is "as hard as the Soviet hammer" and has a 
second nickname about dodging bullets. A 50 cal Desert Eagle is owned by a character played by Vinnie 
Jones in this film called Bullet Tooth Tony. Tony is accidentally killed by a character in this film played by 
Dennis Farina, who then shoots at a (*) dog that later runs away to Tommy and the boxing promoter Turkish. One 
character in this film threatens to feed people to the pigs, but is then killed by some Irish Gypsies after an 
underground boxing match. For 10 points, name this Guy Ritchie film where characters played by such thespians as 
Jason Statham and Brad Pitt end up in a convoluted plot over a large diamond. 
ANSWER: Snatch <HB> 
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12. The first NBA player to score 2000 points in a season, George Yardley, played for the Syracuse Nationals 
and this team before it moved to its current city. A former mayor of this team’s current city was a star at 
Syracuse before being drafted second overall in 1963 and playing his entire Hall of Fame career for this team. 
In 1997, this former team of Dave Bing traded Otis Thorpe to the Vancouver Grizzlies for a pick that was not 
conveyed until 2003, where it was top 1 protected. This team won back-to-back titles in (*) 1989 and 1990 
behind the arguably dirty Bill Laimbeer, future GM Joe Dumars, and the original Isiah Thomas. This team won their 
most recent championship under coach Larry Brown when they beat the Lakers and Chauncey Billups won Finals 
MVP. For 10 points, name this NBA team that used to play in Auburn Hills, Michigan. 
ANSWER: Detroit Pistons [accept either; accept Fort Wayne Pistons before "mayor" is read] <HB> 
 
13. Terence Yerves sued the creator of this song for royalties despite copyrighting it five years after its debut. 
This song's creator claims to have written it in a limo on the way to his studio. In one scene in this song's 
music video, the phrases "Baby D" and "Donnell Hubbard is a dead man" can be seen, and in another scene, 
there is a cookie jar atop a refrigerator. The chorus of this song is preceded by "uh, check-check it, yeah," 
and its music video features scenes of a car exploding, a (*) space laser fight, and one character face-planting into 
a plate of spaghetti. One character in this song, performed by Schoolly D, is referred to as having "ice on my fingers 
and my toes"; in this song's music video, that character dances in the form of a hot dog and an igloo. "Number one in 
the hood, G" describes the title group of, for 10 points, what song that opens an Adult Swim show starring Meatwad, 
Frylock, and Master Shake? 
ANSWER: the (original) Aqua Teen Hunger Force theme song [descriptions are fine; accept anything 
mentioning the show] <IT> 
 
14. A negative review for an album by this band stated that the Black Sabbath-inspired B-side was 
"self-indulgence masquerading as inspiration and about as much fun as wading through a tar pit." On that 
album, this band's guitarist also played bass under the name Dale Nixon. Drummers for this band played 
with The Misfits and The Descendents. The fourth and final singer of this band wrote a memoir detailing his 
tour experiences titled Get in the Van. Raymond Pettibon often designed album covers for this band, such as 
those for My War and Slip it In. This band's first single includes the lyric "I'm crazy and I'm hurt" while the 
singer claims he is "about to have a nervous (*) breakdown." The cover for a 1981 album by this band features 
the vocalist breaking a mirror with his fist. For 10 points, name this hardcore punk band that released Damaged with 
Henry Rollins on vocals. 
ANSWER: Black Flag <ES> 
 
15. In a deleted scene from a 90s film starring this actor, a female character with a British accent touches his 
character's junk and says "oh you are really beginning to grow on me." In a part live-action film, after a car 
driven by Bugs Bunny runs over Daffy Duck, a character played by this actor unfolds Daffy and gets in the 
car. This actor starred in a flop with Brooke Shields where suburban animals make his family's life miserable 
called (*) Furry Vengeance. This star of Looney Tunes: Back in Action also appeared in a film where a devil played 
by Elizabeth Hurley grants his character several distorted wishes. In his most famous role, this actor played the 
adventurer Rick O'Connell. For 10 points, identify this star of Bedazzled, George of the Jungle and the OG The 
Mummy who recently got his shit unfucked and now appears in TV shows like Trust. 
ANSWER: Brendan Fraser <HB> 
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16. According to Deadspin, this man showed up incredibly drunk to an event promoting his Camacho cigars. 
In a recent interview, this man claimed that there has been no oppression in America in 100 years "that [he] 
knows of." This former Pitt standout was on the losing team in the 1963 NFL Championship, a team he would 
represent in five Pro Bowls before leaving for Philadelphia. This former Chicago Bears (*) tight end was the 
coach of a team that traded away all its 1999 draft picks to take Ricky Williams. In his most successful season, this 
man coached a team with players like Richard Dent, William “The Refrigerator” Perry, and Walter Payton, who 
sang about winning the championship in the "Super Bowl Shuffle". For 10 points, identify this former ESPN talking 
head and Saints coach who is best known for coaching the 1985 Bears. 
ANSWER: Mike Ditka [accept Iron Mike] <HB> 
 
17. [NOTE TO PLAYERS: This is an action tossup. You have been warned.] In the first game from the 
Phoenix Wright franchise, a clock shaped like the main performer of this action is central to two early cases in 
the game. According to TVtropes, because of her stern personality, Tia from Coco frequently makes this pose. 
In O'Neal's The Hairy Ape, this action is done several times by the protagonist and then by a gorilla he is 
observing at the zoo. This pose is supposedly the subject of several instances of the (*) Mandela Effect, as some 
people claim the subjects hand was on his forehead instead of his chin. There exists an image of a popular, ironically 
used, yellow emoji as a statue that does this action. For 10 points, perform this action most famously seen in a 
sculpture that was made by Auguste Rodin. 
ANSWER: The Thinker pose [moderators should presumably know what this looks like >__>] <HB> 
 
18. WARNING: Description Acceptable. A lively group goes on a search for the holy grail during one of these 
events only to find out that the grail is actually being used as a coffee mug. One of these events was performed 
in Pavlovian fashion where one person was trained to expect an Altoid every time they heard the chime of a 
computer. As a result of one of these events, a person picked up their phone with such gusto that they hit 
themselves in the face after weights were taken out of it. One of these events backfired when its perpetrator 
had to meet his new boss while wearing a (*) tuxedo. One of these actions, inspired by the purchase of $4 glasses, 
causes another character to exclaim that "identity theft is not a joke." A few of these actions involved random 
objects being placed in lime green jello. For 10 points, name these pranks that occur between two specific coworkers 
from The Office. 
ANSWER: pranks Jim Halpert plays on Dwight Schrute [accept anything that mentions Jim, Dwight and pranks; 
accept specific pranks from the show, but prompt on just pranks] <BM> 
 
19. In this game, Ron mocks Franky for trying to hang himself because he "lack[s] a neck of any physical 
description." The main character in this game sometimes says "Yeh, more sponduli" when picking up 
collectibles that can say things like "Oh look, another wise guy, come on then." This game's opening scene 
parodies the opening of A Clockwork Orange, and the final level of this game is a shameless parody of The 
Matrix. Professor (*) von Kriplespac plants a xenomorph named Heinrich in this game's main antagonist, the 
Panther King. Early in this game, a hungover bee exclaims "Cheers, little fella. I feel like a new man" after 
"pollinating" a well-endowed sunflower. A boss in this game sings "a huge supply of tish / comes from my 
chocolate starfish" and is damaged with toilet paper. Banjo and Kazooie can be seen stuffed and mounted in the 
Cock and Plucker, where this game's main character initially returns from a night of hard drinking. For 10 points, 
name this irreverent Rareware classic for the Nintendo 64 about how an alcoholic red squirrel became a king. 
ANSWER: Conker's Bad Fur Day [do NOT accept the piece-of-shit remake Conker: Live & Reloaded but prompt 
on Conker] <TI> 
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20. In one episode, this man was given a rice cake but spat it out and said he wouldn't feed it to his worst 
enemy. Off camera, this man asked "What the fuck is a rice cake?" One of this man's catchphrases was 
"Jesus Christ and a month old child." This man got very upset by a prank involving his Imperial being 
stolen. Early in life, this man robbed a car and was given the choice between jail and the military, so he chose 
to enlist in the (*) Navy. This man frequently napped on the job while supposed experts on things like cannons, the 
Civil War, and saddles from Dances with Wolves discuss shit with Chumlee. Mentioned before Big Hoss, this is, for 
10 points, what late character from Pawn Stars who was Rick Harrison's father? 
ANSWER: The Old Man [accept Richard Benjamin Harrison or The Appraiser, prompt on Harrison, please 
suggest a moment of silence for the Old Man if you are reading this in 2018] <HB> 
 
21 (TB). The first lyrics in this band's first song says "big city, wide corner, new flowers, cold comfort". One meme 
classifies fans of this band into "insufferable hipsters" and "damaged gays." This band's fourth album centers on a 
road trip to Western Illinois. Other songs by this band, such as “Alpha Double Negative”, frequently focus on the 
constantly fighting Alpha Couple. In 2015, this band released a concept album about professional wrestling, Beat the 
Champ, which they followed up in 2017 with an album about goths, entitled Goths. This band's album The Sunset 
Tree includes their most famous song, “This Year.” For 10 points, name this indie band fronted by John Darnielle. 
ANSWER: The Mountain Goats <AH> 
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1. In honor of the notably alive Erik Bubolz, for 10 points each, answer some questions about the Netflix series 
House of Cards: 
[10] This protagonist of the first five seasons of House of Cards begins the series as the congressman from South 
Carolina's fifth congressional district, eventually becoming the 46th president of the United States. 
ANSWER: President/Vice President/Congressman Francis Joseph "Frank" Underwood [prompt on just 
Underwood] 
[10] This barbecue restaurant is frequented by Frank in the first two seasons. Its owner opens the restaurant at any 
time, even delivering to Frank in the middle of the night. It closes down after intense media scrutiny, and its owner 
eventually becomes the White House groundskeeper. 
ANSWER: Freddy's BBQ Joint 
[10] This college friend of Frank Underwood operated a white water rafting company in Colorado. It is revealed that 
he had a sexual relationship with Frank in college, and he later disappears while rafting, implying Frank's people 
may have gotten rid of him. 
ANSWER: Tim Corbet <AH> 
 
2. Kodwo Eshun once asked if this thinker was the most important British philosopher of the past 20 years. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this accelerationist philosopher who claimed "libertarianism is incompatible with democracy" in one of 
his writings for the Dark Enlightenment. He also made an analysis of the fucked-up French post-structuralist 
Georges Bataille (Baht-yay) in his The Thirst for Annihilation. 
ANSWER: Nick Land 
[10] This Israeli metal band is known as one of the pioneers of "Oriental Band" and their songs like "All is One" 
push for world peace. This Kobi Farhi-fronted band's 2018 album Unsung Prophets and Dead Messiahs features 
Steve Hackett on "Chains Fall to Gravity." 
ANSWER: Orphaned Land 
[10] I hope you get the theme by now. Name this unending series of animated dinosaur movies that features 
Littlefoot and his friends. 
ANSWER: The Land Before Time <HB> 
 
3. On Pop Goes Punk Vol. 5, this band released a metalcore cover of The Wanted's "Glad You Came." For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Identify this band founded in Troy, Michigan who said "we won't fall to our knees" in "Hope". This band's 
recent album Cold Like War contains "Wasted Age" where the singer says the addressee [is] "telling me right 
now/You're scared again." 
ANSWER: We Came as Romans 
[10] In "Glad You Came", these objects "come out". These objects title a song by Sixx:A.M. about "go[ing] to 
heaven tonight," while a band called "I see [these objects]" released the songs "Murder Mitten" and "Violent 
Bounce" on a 2013 album. 
ANSWER: Stars [also accept “I See Stars”] (The I See Stars album is New Demons for those who care) 
[10] This metalcore band behind the songs "The Sound of Truth" and "Nothing Left" shares its name with a 
Faulkner novel about the Bundren family. 
ANSWER: As I Lay Dying <HB> 
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4. Whatever year it is right now, it's definitely the year of the Linux desktop. So for 10 points each, name some 
things related to Linux. 
[10] Ubuntu, the most popular Linux distribution, is built on top of this extremely stable distribution which takes a 
strong stance on free software and uses GNOME as the default desktop environment. 
ANSWER: Debian 
[10] This linux personality and modern day wizard would just like to interject for a moment to let you know that 
what you're referring to as Linux is actually GNU/Linux, or, as he's taken to calling it, GNU plus Linux. 
ANSWER: Richard Stallman [also accept rms] 
[10] The wiki for 4Chan's technology board is named after this action. To perform this action, even from a stage 3 
tarball, one must compile most of the distribution, which uses the Portage package manager, on their own computer. 
ANSWER: Installing Gentoo [accept equivalent answers mentioning Gentoo] <AH> 
 
5. Answer the following about failed copycat cinematic universes for 10 points each. 
[10] This actor starred in King Arthur: Legend of the Sword--which was supposed to be a pivotal part of the King 
Arthur CU. That didn't happen, but this actor did happen to play Raleigh Becket in Pacific Rim. 
ANSWER: Charlie Hunnam 
[10] This aborted cinematic universe was supposed to feature delayed films such as Van Helsing and The Bride of 
Frankenstein. This potentially still alive (???) Universal product was supposed to be led by Alex Kurtzman and 
Chris Morgan, but they left the project. 
ANSWER: Dark Universe 
[10] This movie, likely the first and only in the Dark Universe series, was a more-or-less remake of a quality 
Brendan Fraser film. This film, which stars Tom Cruise as Nick Morton, follows a title Egyptian monster who 
causes a bunch of chaos before turning Cruise's character evil for future films. 
ANSWER: The Mummy <HB> 
 
6. This television character's Nickelodeon series unfortunately came about after the "success" of his namesake Movie 
and the sequel Night of the Living [this character]. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this high-pitched six-year-old TV character portrayed by Lucas Cruikshank who starred in a shitty 
YouTube series where he said "Hey it's me, [this character]." 
ANSWER: Fred [accept FЯED: THE SHOW] 
[10] Unfortunately, Cruikshank was also involved in this horrible Nick TV show where he voices an alien teenage 
boy from the planet Klooton. Variety’s Brian Lowry called this TV show a "teeth-gnashing affair". Solid. 
ANSWER: Marvin Marvin 
[10] Though Big Time Rush appeared in Marvin Marvin, this earlier Nick band did not. This band appeared in a 
namesake mockumentary series on Nick where this band's members live in New York. This fictional group of the 
2007 "hit" "Crazy Car" is also the subject of a 2005 film made by Polly Draper. 
ANSWER: The Naked Brothers Band <HB> 
 
7. This NFL player was suspended for performance enhancing drugs in 2006 but led the league with 17 sacks while 
playing with the likes of Luis Castillo and cornerback Quentin Jammer. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this retired outside linebacker nicknamed "Lights Out" who won NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year 
honors in 2005 but last played for the Bills at the end of an injury-riddled career. 
ANSWER: Shawne Merriman 
[10] In 2006, this running back on the same team as Merriman set an NFL record with 31 total touchdowns during 
an MVP season. This Hall of Famer was a Doak Walker award winner at TCU. 
ANSWER: LaDainian Tomlinson [scoff but prompt on "LT" and accept Chargers LT but do NOT reveal 
Chargers] 
[10] Both Tomlinson and Merriman played for this AFC West squad that has been quarterbacked by Philip Rivers, 
who helped make the team transition from San Diego to LA. 
ANSWER: Los Angeles Chargers [prompt on LA and also accept San Diego Chargers] <HB> 
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8. For 10 points each, answer the following about three pop songs with three colorful lyrics. 
[10] In their 1983 hit "Karma Chameleon," Culture Club explains that "lovin' would be easy if your colors were like 
my dream," followed by these three colors often used as a gay pride symbol before the rainbow grew into common 
use. 
ANSWER: red, gold, and green 
[10] If you ever stepped into an arcade in the early 2000s, you probably heard this nauseating Smile.dk song in 
which "green, black, and blue / make the colors in the sky." 
ANSWER: "Butterfly" 
[10] This artist says that "sometimes I wake up in the morning / to red, blue, and yellow lights" on a 2015 song from 
her album Honeymoon where she exclaims "God knows I tried" and did a whole bunch of other shit. 
ANSWER: Lana Del Rey <TI> 
 
9. The movie Avatar takes place on the planet Pandora which is inhabited by human-like blue monkeys. But this 
bonus is about the better Avatar: The Last Airbender. For 10 points each:  
[10] In the series, each show begins with Katara reciting the four elements. In what order does she list them in? 
ANSWER: Water, Earth, Fire, Air [MUST be in correct order for the lolz] 
[10] This element, the last that Aang mastered in the series, was the hardest for him to learn because it is the 
opposite of air. Zuko is a notable user of this element. 
ANSWER: Fire 
[10] This master was the first to attempt to teach Aang firebending while hiding from the Fire Nation. Aang almost 
destroyed this character’s hut because he was too impatient and hadn't learned how to handle the power of fire.  
ANSWER: Master Jeong Jeong <BM> 
 
10. For 10 points each, name some of Nintendo's early forays into puzzle games. 
[10] This Tetris-like game features a stethoscope-sporting plumber throwing pills at viruses to the tune of a bumpin' 
soundtrack by Hip Tanaka. 
ANSWER: Dr. Mario 
[10] Instead of controlling pieces in this game, you control an overworked Toad who arranges bombs on the game 
field to clear monsters of matching colors. 
ANSWER: Wario's Woods 
[10] This simple but addictive tile-matcher requires players to match rows or columns of the title food, with help 
from wild cards in the shape of a tax-fraud-committing dinosaur. 
ANSWER: Yoshi's Cookie [Fun fact: Tetris mastermind Alexey Pajitnov designed a ton of the puzzles in this 
game.] <TI> 
 
11. For 10 points each, answer some questions about Cold War propaganda movies in the United States. 
[10] This 1939 film is considered one of the most commercially successful examples of Cold War propaganda. 
Starring Greta Garbo, this Ernst Lubitsch film follows three Russians who go to Paris to sell jewelry stolen during 
the revolution, where they meet a man who converts them to capitalism. 
ANSWER: Ninotchka 
[10] This Hollywood organization promoted the creation of propaganda movies, as well as aiding the House 
Un-American Activities Committee. Prominent members included Ayn Rand, John Wayne, and Ronald Reagan. 
ANSWER: The Motion Picture Alliance for the Preservation of American Ideals [or MPAPAI or MPA] 
[10] Often accused of being propaganda, this informational cartoon was shown in schools throughout the 50's and 
60's. It shows a turtle performing the titular action to protect himself from a nuclear bomb. In reality, the title action 
would not protect you at all. 
ANSWER: Duck and Cover <AH> 
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12. For 10 points each, identify some things about real shitty horror movies. 
[10] In the first film in this horror franchise, a topless pilgrim is killed by a hatchet-wielding demonic turkey who 
later is revived after a dog pisses on some totem poll. In the "second" film—which is actually called "3"—Turkie 
sets out to get the last copy of the non-existent second film. 
ANSWER: Thankskilling (Editor's Note: Shoutout to Aaron Kruskie for letting me know this exists.) 
[10] In this 2010 James Nguyen film that is supposedly a Hitchcock homage, Alan and Whitney try to spark their 
relationship while their town is attacked by winged creatures. 
ANSWER: Birdemic 
[10] This actress appears in both the terrible Nine Lives and 2005's House of Wax. This actress also won three 
razzies at the 29th awards partially for her portrayal of the female lead in The Hottie and the Nottie. 
ANSWER: Paris Hilton <HB> 
 
13. In memorial of Bob Probert, let's remember Some NHL Guys who happened to find fame as proclaimed 
‘enforcers.’ For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this other half of the popular "Bruise Brothers" of the 1980s/early 90s. This enforcer was one of the most 
heavily penalized players in history, amassing over 2500 penalty minutes in his career, including 377 in the 
1985-1986 season alone.  
ANSWER: Joey Kocur 
[10] Georges Laraque was voted the most intimidating player in the NHL in 2007 ahead of this player. Nicknamed 
'Boogeyman,' this player racked up 74 PIM with zero points for the Minnesota Wild in the 2007-2008 season before 
dying of an accidental drug overdose related to advanced CTE symptoms.  
ANSWER: Derek Boogaard (holy fucking shit) 
[10] Perhaps the platonic ideal of the NHL enforcer, this player holds the all time record for career penalty minutes 
with 3966 over 14 seasons with 5 teams. This player, nicknamed "Tiger," was recently accused of sexual assault 
during a Canadian military morale trip to Latvia.  
ANSWER: Dave "Tiger" Williams <SB> 
 
14. Given that "Painkiller" tossup in FTP2, there will be no mention of Judas Priest in this set. With that said, 
answer the following about other New Wave British Heavy Metal bands for 10 points each: 
[10] This British band, whose name may be an homage to Led Zeppelin, rocked "'Cause it's a miracle, oh say you 
will, ooh babe/Oh can you feel it, ooh babe when you're near" the title phenomenon in "Hysteria". They also created 
the song "Pour Some Sugar On Me." 
ANSWER: Def Leppard 
[10] Saxon praised a British train in this single from their 1981 album Denim and Leather. In this song, the speaker 
sings of "an iron horse" that helped him "take a ride across the sky." 
ANSWER: "Princess of the Night" 
[10] The title track of this 1982 Iron Maiden album describes a "ritual" where "Satan's work is done 6 6 6". This 
album also contains the semi-historical "Run to the Hills." 
ANSWER: The Number of the Beast <HB> 
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15. For 10 points each, answer the following about the impeccable moral character of the Grand Theft Auto series. 
[10] This minigame from GTA: San Andreas had to be hacked back into the game, as it was rightfully inaccessible 
in the finished version. In this minigame, CJ bangs the love interest of his choice after being invited in for the title 
drink. 
ANSWER: "Hot Coffee" 
[10] GTA IV allows the player to perform this super illegal action, which causes the camera to swing in increasingly 
wide loops and become fuzzy. That effect can be seen in the first mission where Niko chauffeurs Roman home if the 
game's piracy detection is triggered. 
ANSWER: drunk driving [accept equivalents] 
[10] Over 1,000 F-bombs are dropped throughout GTA V, smashing the record previously held by this 2K 
open-world action game. Set in Empire Bay, this 2010 game follows veteran Vito Scaletta as he half-accidentally 
starts a bunch of gang wars to pay his father's debts. 
ANSWER: Mafia II <TI> 
 
16. The music video for this song features little animated alien dudes who drive a spaceship and mouth the words to 
the song. For 10 points each, get ready to Dorifto: 
[10] Name this song by Eiffel 65 where the singer says (NOTE TO MODERATOR: read to the beat of the song 
if possible) “da ba dee da ba daa” and “I have a blue house with a blue window." 
ANSWER: "Blue (Da Ba Dee)" 
[10] This other European dance tune from Initial D was heavily featured in 2017 memes involving cars, drifting, 
and, strangely, Russia. The speaker of this song says the title then "I've just been in this place before/Higher on the 
street/And I know it's my time to go." 
ANSWER: "Deja Vu" 
[10] In "Heartbeat", this female Eurobeat artist advocated to "Seek the power that in your body flows." This singer 
says "I need to have you more than forever" in her song "Something in the Night." 
ANSWER: Nathalie <HB> 
 
17. This sitcom follows Leslie Knope through her career in local government. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this NBC sitcom set in Pawnee, Indiana that features supporting characters such as Ron Swanson and 
Chris Traeger. 
ANSWER: Parks and Recreation 
[10] This band in Parks and Rec is fronted by Andy Dwyer. They once kicked Andy out of the band, and have 
written songs such as "Sex Hair", "5000 Candles in the Wind", and "Pick Your Nose". They've been through many 
name changes, including "Threeskin" and "Nothing Rhymes with Blorange." 
ANSWER: Mouse Rat [If someone tries to give a snarky alternate answer, just prompt them and tell them the writer 
didn't feel like typing all 33 of their former names] 
[10] This tech startup from season 7 of Parks and Rec gives free WiFi and personalized boxes to Pawnee residents. 
It divides Ron and Leslie until it is discovered that they have been datamining everyone in Pawnee. 
ANSWER: Gryzzl <AH> 
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18. Up until 1929, this type of hit was more common than the homer. For 10 points each: 
[10] Curtis Granderson was the last player with 20 or more of what kind of hit in a season where the player advances 
from home to third base? 
ANSWER: Triple [Subtract 5 points if a team has a player that says "Ooh baby a triple". This is serious shit.] 
[10] A player with this surname nicknamed Chief set the single season triples mark with 36 in 1912. Another player 
with this surname named "Hack" had a legendary 1930 season with the Cubs where his 191 RBIs is still the record. 
ANSWER: Wilson [accept Hack Wilson or John Owen “Chief” Wilson] 
[10] This player, who was supposedly more racist than Ty Cobb, was probably the best baseball player of the 19th 
century and the first to reach 3000 hits. This first baseman played the majority of his 27-year career with the 
Chicago White Stockings/Colts 
ANSWER: Cap Anson (Editor's Note/Fun Fact: The White Stockings would later become the Cubs. Anson refused 
to play against teams with black players on them and is partially responsible for segregation.) <HB> 
 
19. In one film by this director, a paranoid mathematician gets pissed when his computer prints a seemingly 
216-digit number which is mentioned by his invalid friend Sol. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give the name of this director of 1998's Pi, who explored new ways to overdo Biblical symbolism with his 
then-girlfriend Jennifer Lawrence in 2017's mother!. 
ANSWER: Darren Aronofsky 
[10] This actress received a Best Supporting Actress nod for her role as Pam in Aronofsky's The Wrestler. This 
actress may be better known for My Cousin Vinny and for playing Jonah Hill's mom in Cyrus. More recently, she 
was Peter Parker's aunt. 
ANSWER: Marisa Tomei 
[10] During one of the horrifying scenes in Aronofsky's Requiem for a Dream, a guy who looks like Vladimir Putin 
asks Jennifer Connelly's character to do this action with a cucumber as men shout "cum," Sara undergoes 
electroshock therapy, and Jared Leto's character get his arm amputated. 
ANSWER: ass-to-ass [accept reasonable equivalents involving synonyms for ass and prompt on "sticking cucumber 
up ass"] <HB> 
 
20. A common Reddit joke is to have an ambiguous link to go a crop of this athlete's face. That crop is from a leaked 
nude photo of this athlete and his wife Kate Upton. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this Astros starting pitcher who used to be Harris's favorite player when he played for the Detroit 
Tigers. 
ANSWER: Justin Verlander 

 
[10] Another long-running sports meme is about this former Cleveland Cavalier, who supposedly slept with 
LeBron's James’ mom during LeBron’s first stint in Cleveland. In 2016, this former Celtics point guard was 
reportedly spotted near a Houston Jack in the Box with no shoes and just a hospital robe on. 
ANSWER: Delonte West [accept either] 
[10] A common internet reaction image depicts this non-athlete holding a baseball bat. That image is from a scene in 
which this television character smugly chastises Derek Jeter for only winning the World Series in six games. 
ANSWER: George Costanza [accept either] <HB> 
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